Rules
01) Character of the event
This is an informal event with guided tours – not a speed trial or rally event.

02) Cars which are accepted
 All "MG" cars which were built between 1924 and 2005 and are regular licensed for the
road-traffic are accepted. (also accepted the MG TF Mk II which were built between August 2008 and March 2011)
If a participant has to substitute the enrolled car, he can do it, but he has to communicate
the details of the new car to the organizer at least three days before the event.
In exceptional cases, the organizer may allow the participation of other classic cars.

03) Place and Date
The event is divided in two parts:
Part A will be hold from the 29.04.2018 to 02.05.2018 in St. Michael in Eppan / Dolomites;
part B will be hold from the 02.05.2018 to 06.05.2018 in Nago-Torbole / Lake Garda.

04) Booking deadline for registration
The deadline for registration is the 05th december 2017. This time there will no possibility
to entry after the booking deadline.

05) Program
Event in the Dolomites
29.04.2018 SU = Arrival - Hotel CheckIn – Welcome Cocktail - Dinner
30.04.2018 MO = Drive over 4 passes – lunch on the way
Dinner in our Hotel
01.05.2018 TU = Christian's small dolomites drive – lunch on the way.
Gala dinner in our hotel
02.05.2018 WE = 09.30 o'clock – Goodbye and Farewells of the participants;
Start to the Lake Garda for those who will participate on the Lake
Garda event.

Event on Lake Garda
02.05.2018 WE = Arrival - Hotel CheckIn – Welcome Cocktail - Dinner
03.05.2018 TH = Guided tour around the Lakes! Lunch on the way.
Dinner in our Hotel
04.05.2018 FR = Guided Tour "Alpe del Garda" – lunch on the way;
The afternoon is free! – dinner in hotel
05.05.2018 SA = Guided Tour "near and far" – lunch on the way
Gala dinner in our hotel
06.05.2018 SU = 09.30 o'clock – Goodbye and Farewells of the last participants.
 A "technical course" is planned.
The exact details for this approx. 2 hour course has yet to be planned
This is a non-binding proposal of a program that can change if circumstances require.

06) Program details
The exact details will be formulated after the registration deadline, as soon as the exact
number of participants is fixed and the roadbook will be written.

07) Prizes
The following awards are projected for:
- the three winners;
- the participant who has made the longest way;
- the participant who has made the shortest way;
- the oldest participant;
- the oldest car;
- the youngest car;



A special award is projected for the club with the most participants!

Those who are not present at the prize-giving will lose the right to receive it. No right to
claim.

08) Maximum number of participants
The maximum number of participating vehicles is 25 vehicles for the "Dolomites" event
and 30 vehicles for the "Lake Garda" event. The consideration will be done in the order of
incoming nominations (but only after receipt of the payment of the entry fee!). When the
limit is exceeded, the incoming nominations are put on a waiting list.

09) Traffic-attitude
No road is closed! The drivers have to observe strictly the Highway Code! Each driver is
responsible for the safety of his car.

10) Duties of the participants
Each driver must have a valid driver-license. Their cars must be road legal for Europe, i.e.
taxed, insured mot etc as appropriate and MG Owners are full responsible for this.
A Full service and spares, is suggested with tyres in excellent condition, as with the long
driving days, heat and twisty mountain roads, they will be taking the strain.
Participants should be aware that they also need to be insured for travel – illness, breakdowns, accidents as this is an informal social event.
Participants confirm this on signing the nomination form.
The attachments of starting-numbers on the car can not be allowed during the whole event.

11) Rights of the organizer
The organizer may have to make changes, without notice or to cancel the meeting, if circumstances dictate, by unknowns i.e. landslides, bad weather, road closures etc etc and
his decision is final. He has the right to issue some directives which will be obligatory like
the present regulation and / or to change the rules. It means: the right to change the rules
is reserved.

12) Liability
In case of Classic/Veteran Cars - meetings it isn't to be used to made protests, so we can
not accept them. The course of law is out of the question. The organizer of the meeting
declines each liability for each type of damage versus the drivers, driver's mate, competitors and participants. This is valid before, during and after the meeting. That is the reason
why each person participates on the meeting at their own risk. They are responsible under
civil and penal law for each kind of damage which is caused by themselves or by their cars.
In case of a damage which happens in connection with the meeting, the participants renounce for themselves and their family at the right to call up a law-court, at any type of minor offence or recourse against the organizer, the club and his members, authorities, voluntary helpers and all types of people which are connected with the meeting. This means in
short words: No right to claim the organizer, because each participant is fully responsible
by himself for his actions and his car.

13) Organizer's Directives during the event
Participants have to follow the directives of the Organizer or of one of his Authorizers. The
defiance of the directives can compromise the security of everybody and therefore the organizer has the right to rule out from the event the involved participant.

14) Photos and Videos made during the event
Photos and Videos, also in unchanged form, submitted to the Organiser are deemed to
have the rights, automatically allocated to the Organiser if he wishes to use any.

15) Nominations
The subscribed nominations are only valid if the participants-fees are paid at the same
time. It is possible for the organizer to refuse the nominations without specifications. Having
made the Booking and paid the Fee these rules are automatically accepted without exceptions.

16) Fees
The fees are a contribution for the charges and a forfeit.
The Booking and fees one made is not refundable – hotels are booked and paid for once
the entrant has entered.
The non-participation to one or more parts of the event gives NO right to claim some money or an alternative program.
The organizer refunds them only if he cancels the meeting or if he refuses a nomination.
The Organizer warmly recommends to make a travel insurance, which will be at the expense of the participant.

17) Costs
The fee for the "Dolomites"- event amounts 710,-- Euro per Person and include the following items, facilities and services for the:
-) Overnight stay and breakfast from 29th April 2018 to 2nd May 2018.
(Three nights in double or twin bedded room);
-) welcome cocktail and program
-) 2 lunches (except cost of drinks!);
-) 2 dinners in the hotel (except cost of drinks!);
-) 1 Gala dinner (except cost of drinks!)
The fee for the "Lake Garda"- event amounts 810,-- Euro per Person and include the following items, facilities and services for the:
-) Overnight stay and breakfast from 2nd May 2018 to 6th May 2018.
(four nights in double or twin bedded room);
-) welcome cocktail and program
-) 3 lunches (except cost of drinks!);
-) 3 dinners in the hotel (except cost of drinks!);
-) 1 Gala dinner (except cost of drinks!)
The fee for both - events amounts 1500,-- Euro per Person and include the following
items, facilities and services for the:
-) Overnight stay and breakfast from 29th April 2018 to 6th May 2018.
(seven nights in double or twin bedded room);
-) 2 welcome cocktail and program
-) 5 lunches (except cost of drinks!);
-) 5 dinners in the hotel (except cost of drinks!);
-) 2 Gala dinner (except cost of drinks!)

In all variants the following services are included:
-) Organisation and performance of the trips;
-) Elaboration of the trips and preparation of a Road Book;
-) Organisation of the Hotels, lunches and dinners;
-) 24h support by the organizer during the event;
-) call service of a mechanic;

 17. 01) The fee will NOT include: 
- Drinks during lunches, dinners and gala-dinners;
- The mechanic repairs on your car;
All additionally costs, like supplements for Single rooms, fees for the presence of a
little dog or individual changes make personally must be paid by the individuals themself.
 Supplement fee for Single rooms amounts to 10,-- Euro per Person and night
for both events.

18) Room allocation
The room allocation is made exclusively by the organizer.
With exhaustion of available room's quota the organizers will draw other equivalent hotels
for further accommodation of participants. Also in this case, the room reservation is made
by the organizer.

19) Mechanic
Until an amount of 55 cars a mechanic will be available on call service.
From a number of participants of more than 55 vehicles the mechanic will drive with us in
the convoy.
This service is included in the entry fee.
NOT included are the costs of the mechanic and the repairs on your car if they are needed.

20) Roadbook
Please, consider the roadbook as a help, a guidance for orientation during your participation on the event with all the informations that you will need and not a perfect roaddescription for runs.

21) Nomination and remittance
The original nomination form must be filled in all its parts, signed and send to the organizers address until and not after the booking deadline.
The fees must be transferred to the Organizers bank-account in the same time as the
nomination form is transferred.
If a nomination form is not filled in all its parts or not signed it will be invalid and can not be
accepted by the Organizer.
If the fees are not paid in the same time as the nomination form is send, the entrance is not
valid and can not be accepted by the Organizer.

22) Nomination
The original nomination form must be send on the following address:
Christian Bianco
Postfach 02
I-39018 Terlan (South Tyrol)
- Italy –
You are welcome to send a copy via email to inform the Organizer quicker of your entrance.

23) Nomination by a third person
A nomination by a third person can not be accepted. The nomination MUST be done by
each participant personally.

24) Extension of the stay (before and or after the event)
Participants, who wish to arrive earlier and / or wish to stay longer, must contact the hotel
and clarify the possibility by themselves.

25) Contacts
The organizers contacts are:
Email

= mg.dolomites@gmail.com

Mobil

= +39 338 314 67 79

Address
Christian Bianco
Postfach 02
I - 39018 Terlan (South Tyrol)
- Italy –

26) Bank details
Name

= Christian Bianco

Bank

= Raiffeisenbank Wipptal eGen
Brennerstraße 52
A - 6150 Steinach am Brenner

IBAN

= AT26 3632 9000 0005 9741

BIC

= RZTIAT22329

Code word

= " MGs Tour Dolomites – Lake Garda "

27) Rules Validity
The rules are binding not only for the driver, but even for the co-driver and possible escorts.

28) Acceptance of the Regulation
With the sending in of the signed nomination form the participant declares to know the
whole regulation and to accept it without cuts.
Issue = 09th September 2017

With support of:
Schloß Paschbach***
Bergstr. 33
39057 St. Michael in Eppan
http://www.schlosspaschbach.it/en

Angerburg Blumenhotel***
Unteralberstrasse 16
I-39057 St. Michael/Eppan
Südtirol – Italien
http://www.hotelangerburg.com/en/information/index.asp

Hotel Forte Charme ****
Via Europa 54
I-38069 Nago-Torbole
info@fortecharmehotel.it
www.hotelmitcharme.com

